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To those that are told
they can't:

You Can. You Will.
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It Begins…It Begins…

Screams flew like arrows, stabbing
into the ground and splashing in pools of blood. Limbs thudded into the
earth, hewn from bodies without mercy or thought, creating the drum
beat of armies at war. Men died by the dozens underneath a cold sky
crowned by a distant moon that watched on and didn’t give a damn. Bal-
anced on the very edge of civilization, the castle was being gutted.
But outside this chaos a poison flowed through the veins of the cas-

tle. It cloaked itself in righteousness, but those that saw it pass made signs
to ward off evil, for it had lost the mask of civilization. Its eyes burned
with madness. Those that knew the name whispered it was a ragman. But
no one would survive to warn the outside world. It was made of blades and
death. It flew past defenders and turned attackers into disconnected piles
of muscle and bone. It laughed as it did so.
The ragman, hands tight on the hilt of his sword, made it to the gates

of the main hall. It stood like a rock over the surging crimson surf of
bodies. Eyes sharpened by the presence of so much death, he saw his prey
bobbing in the fray. Blood fanned into the sky, turning into black
droplets that flew and called out with the voices of crows. He tasted the
bowel flavored wind and growled like murder incarnate as he sprang into
action. He hacked at a living wall of bodies that kept him from his tar-
get.
Like the tip of the spear, he created a wake of blood and gore, pene-

trating into the very heart of the squirming mass. One man, only one
hero, managed to turn and meet his fury. But then, a voice in the sky
screamed.
The ragman turned, too late.
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